
 

 

   The annual meeting of the 
CALCRA board was convened 
October 28, 2015, at University 
Retirement Community in Davis by 
President Margaret Griffin .  

   Present: Edward DeLaney (St. 
Paul's Towers), Charles Greene 
(Valle Verde), Bob Googins (Casa 
de las Campanas), Margaret 
Griffin (University Retirement 
Community), Stefan Moses (The 
Village at Hemet), Carl Otto 
(Channing House), Jacques 
Peeters (Vi at La Jolla), Karen 
Robison (Eskaton Village), Walt 
Rozett (University Retirement Community), Linda 
Saunders (Casa Dorinda), and Len Schneiderman 
(University Village). 

   Absent: None 

   Minutes of the April 29, 2015 board meeting 
were approved. 

   Treasurer Linda Saunders presented the 
Treasurer's Report including: Statement of Income 
and Expenses for the Third Quarter of 2015; 
Statement of Cash Flow as of 9/30/15;Projections of 
Income and Expense for 2015; Statement of Income 
and Expenses forecast for 2015. All were approved. 
The proposed budget for 2016 will be forwarded later 
by email for review and approval before the end of 
the calendar year. 

   Carl Otto reported for the Governance 
Committee. The committee reported on newly 
implemented policies and procedures for welcoming 
and orienting new board members; several 
suggestions for improvements were noted. The 
committee also presented a proposal to begin a 
board self-evaluation process. The recommendations 
were approved. 

   Margaret Griffin reported for the Legislation 
Committee.  The committee presented a prioritized 
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list of legislative goals for 2016, 
which was accepted with some 
revisions. The report was 
approved. 

   Bob Googins reported for the 
Membership Committee. He has 
developed a plan to solicit new 
members at communities where 
we currently have no members. 
The plan will be implemented and 
reviewed in 3 months. The report 
was approved. 

   Board Member Elections. 
Board members Delaney, Greene 
and Griffin were elected to new 

three-year terms. 

   Election of Officers.  All current officers agreed to 
stand for election for another one-year term. All four 
officers were elected: President, Margaret Griffin; 
Vice President, Ed Delaney; Treasurer, Linda 
Saunders; Secretary, Charles Greene. 

   Report from the Department of Social Services. 
Evon Lenerd, Chief of the Continuing Care Contracts 
Branch, and Michael Sapoznikow, Senior Staff 
Counsel (replacing Bob Thompson), gave an update 
on the Branch. ● DSS is in the process of creating a 
“transparency” website, but it is not yet operational.  
● They explained that when DSS reviews 
submissions from providers, whether its model 
contracts or annual reports, they look at whether the 
submission meets the minimum requirements of the 
law, not necessarily the quality of the information.     
●  Two new financial analysts have been hired, 
bringing the Branch to full staff for the first time in a 
long while. ● Currently everything related to 
oversight and operation of CCRCs is in statute only. 
All other programs within DSS have regulations in 
addition to statutes, and the Branch is interested in 
implementing a similar model for CCRCs. State staff  
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feel that initiating regulations would give them more 
flexibility in their oversight activities. CALCRA was 
invited along with provider representatives to consult 
on achieving this goal. State staff stressed that both 
providers and residents have to agree on 
implementing regulations for this change to be 
successful.  

   Report by Legislative Advocate. Ignacio 
Hernández and Morgan Carvajal addressed the 
Board regarding their lobbying efforts on CALCRA’s 
behalf in the 2015 legislative session. Approximately 
2000 are introduced each year, and all are reviewed 
by Ignacio and his staff for relevance to CALCRA. 
These bills are then tracked closely throughout the 
legislative session. We took an official “support” 
position on four bills: AB 74 (Vetoed) would have 
increased to annually the frequency of inspection 

visits by DSS; AB 348 
(Failed in committee) 
regarding time periods 
for investigation of facility 
complaints; AB 601 
( P a s s e d )  r e q u i r e s 
applicants for an RCFE 
license to disclose 
specific information; and 
SB 648 (Failed in 
committee) would have 
required agencies that 
refer individuals to 
RCFEs to obtain a 
license. 

   In addition to the bills 
supported, CALCRA 
sponsored one bill, SB 
475, authored by Senator 
Monning. It would have 
addressed several issues 
involved in resident 
contracts that are 
repayable on resale. 
Specifically, it would have 
established deadlines for 
repayment and interest 
penalties; prohibited 
charging monthly fees on 
vacant units; and would 
have established a 
grievance process. The 
bill was vetoed by 
Governor Brown. 
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   The CALCRA membership year runs from January 
– December. Please use the Membership Form in 
this issue to renew for 2015. Payments ($25 for an 
individual, $35 for a couple) may be sent to Al Hale, 
1515 Shasta Dr., #4104, Davis, CA 95616. 
Contributions in addition to dues are always 
welcome! 
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Dues Coming Due 

   Regarding this veto, Ignacio reported that SB 475 
had been strongly opposed by LeadingAge (the trade 
organization supported by CCRC nonprofit 
providers), the for-profit providers, and an out-of-
state provider. The governor has 30 days to sign a 
bill into law, and in the case of SB 475 he waited until 
the 30th day to issue his veto. Although technically 
possible, the reality of obtaining an override of such 
a veto is nearly impossible. No veto has been 
overridden since 1979, and that was the bill was to 
reinstitute the death penalty. 

   Next Meeting: The next meeting will be held April 
20, 2016, at a location to be determined. 

Report on Board Meeting con’t... 

   CALCRA’s membership level is the driving 
influence on our ability to influence providers and to 
get legislation enacted. The key to growing CALCRA 
membership is effectively reaching out to those 
communities where we have no members. But just 
getting our foot in the door is difficult if we have no 
resident there to contact. This is a vicious circle we 
need to break. 

   To bridge this gap we are reaching out to current 
members to ask, “Who do you know at a CCRC 
where there are no CALCRA members?” If through 
your contact we are able to arrange for an 
introductory presentation by a Board member about 
CALCRA at a facility where we currently have no 
members, you will get a year's free membership and 
the satisfaction that you have helped CALCRA 
become more effective.  

   Three CALCRA members have earned free 
memberships so far! So dust off your address book 
or your contacts list and talk to your friends in other 
CCRCs about CALCRA. If you have questions or 
would like to know if a particular community qualifies 
for this offer, contact Margaret Griffin at 530-747-
6471 or mgriffin@urcad.org.  

Who Do You Know? 



 

 

Why I Resigned from the Presidency of NaCCRA 
An Open Letter from Dan Seeger 
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Editor’s Note: NaCCRA (the National Continuing Care 
Residents Association) has recently undergone an 
organizational change. The following is a message 
from former President, Dan Seeger, Pennswood 
Village, Newton, Pennsylvania. 
 
   It is with regret that I have resigned from the office 
of President of NaCCRA. I do, of course, understand 
that we have to be flexible when working in 
organizations. One cannot always have one's own 
way, even if President. However, in this case, a slim 
majority of the Board voted in favor of an association 
between NaCCRA and LeadingAge which in my view 
so compromises the ability of NaCCRA to advance 
the well-being of residents that I found I could not in 
good conscience sign the document. Hence my 
resignation. 
   LeadingAge is a trade association of providers and 
managers, no matter how else they may wish to 
describe themselves. It has an annual budget in the 
order of $18,000,000, compared to NaCCRA’s annual 
budget of about $30,000. 
   There are many issues with respect to which 
LeadingAge and NaCCRA could collaborate. But 
there are also significant issues where residents' 
interests and providers' interests do not coincide, and 
to address these clearly and with integrity a residents 
association should be 100% accountable to residents. 
It is with respect to those specific issues where 
residents are the only people who will give voice to 
resident concerns that the independence, both in 
substance and in appearance, of an organization like 
NaCCRA needs to be jealously guarded. 
   NaCCRA and LeadingAge have enjoyed a cordial 
relationship over the years. NaCCRA has accepted 
certain favors from LeadingAge connected with 
LeadingAge's annual meeting. They have provided 
NaCCRA with booth space in their exhibit hall, and 
have fabricated the booth, free of charge. They have 
also hosted a luncheon for residents at the annual 
conference. While these favors have provided some 
limited exposure for NaCCRA, they have not, in my 
view, aided its development in any critical way, and 
they have caused one state association (California) to 
disaffiliate from NaCCRA out of a belief that it is 
already too beholden to the providers' trade 
association, which they see as having opposed most 
of the resident-friendly legislation they managed to 
have enacted in California. 
   LeadingAge has deemed the present cordial 
relationship between itself and NaCCRA as "without 

CALCRA needs you and you need CALCRA. 

substance" and has sought to deepen it. 
Unfortunately, the only way they could see to deepen 
the relationship involved intermingling our Boards of 
Directors by the exchange of one voting member 
each. NaCCRA has offered two proposals for ways to 
enhance the relationship without compromising the 
separate decision-making integrity of each 
organization. There are many ways we could structure 
consultation and collaboration short of intermingling 
our Boards. LeadingAge has never responded 
substantively to our two proposals, but only would 
discuss versions of its own proposal which included 
the intermingling of Boards. In my view, their 
approach to NaCCRA in this regard exhibits a 
paternalism which afflicts the industry as a whole. 
   The NaCCRA Board, until recently, has resisted 
LeadingAge proposals which compromise the 
substance or the appearance of NaCCRA's 
independence. But when LeadingAge established a 
deadline and threatened to withdraw the favors 
extended at the annual convention, some Board 
members became persuaded we ought to acquiesce 
to the LeadingAge conditions. Five NaCCRA Board 
members came to favor signing the LeadingAge 
document, and four remained opposed. (The report of 
a five-to-three split derives from the fact that as 
President I did not vote, because, according to 
Roberts Rules of Order, the President only votes 
when her/his vote would change the outcome -- that 
is, to make a tie, in which case the motion fails, or to 
break a tie, in which case the President's vote 
determines the outcome). 
   NaCCRA functions entirely on the volunteer 
energies of its elderly constituents. (We do hire staff 
to manage the mailing list and the financial records). 
In contrast, LeadingAge has a large, well funded staff. 
Trying to manage a "marriage" between two such 
disparate entities is a great challenge. The NaCCRA 
proposals met this challenge adequately, in my view. 
The LeadingAge proposal to intermingle our Boards 
does not. I hope I am wrong, but under the new state 
of affairs, there will begin a process of the gradual 
erosion of NaCCRA's independence, as LeadingAge 
cultivates dependency with various favors while 
outlasting NaCCRA's volunteer Board members' 
opposition to incremental compromises of the 
organization's independence. Unfortunately, none of 
this is apt to be apparent to NaCCRA's members. I 
hope I am wrong in foreseeing this trend, but whether  
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I am right or wrong, I do not see any sense in 
undertaking the risk that it might occur. (A dilution of 
the Residents Bill of Rights, or its relegation to the 
back burner, and the softening of cutting edge 
commentary on CCRC finance, are apt to be some 
early warning signs that things are going amiss). 
   As CCRC residents we have opted for a way of 
living which is useful and beneficial for ourselves and 
for society at large. We are, however, pioneers in an 
industry which is newly invented, having begun for the 
most part in the 1970s, although a few CCRCs are 
older than that. The industry is as yet poorly regulated 
in most places. Resident/financiers turn over large 
sums to their CCRCs and have little or no legal right 
to participate in the decisions about their communities 
which will affect their future lives. 
   While, in my own observation, most CCRC 
residents are quite satisfied, and even enthusiastic, 
about their communities, there is also significant 
evidence that, when things do go off track, residents 
are in a very poor position to defend themselves. 
Anything from minor matters like changes in the meal 
plan, to major matters, like expansions, or like the 
investment of the community’s funds in programs from 
which current residents will not benefit, are apt to be 
made in an arbitrary manner. In spite of transparency 
laws, residents have no way at present to judge the 

relative financial strength of different CCRCs when 
deciding on a community to enter, or when 
considering proposals for the expansion or 
diversification of the CCRC they are in. While 
bankruptcies are rare, they have occurred, and have 
involved some illustrious names in the field. There are 
thus many indications that the industry needs to be 
strengthened, and that residents’ voices need to be 
taken account of much more seriously than is the case 
at present. 
   With all this in view, it is absolutely essential that 
there be an organization of residents, by residents, 
and for residents which unambiguously can approach 
things from a residents’ perspective. Such an 
independent organization would, of course, take into 
consideration all points of view, including those of 
CCRC managements, before reaching conclusions. 
But intermingling the Boards of LeadingAge and 
NaCCRA undermines both the substance and the 
appearance of a sorely needed independence. 
   This new agreement with LeadingAge represents a 
radical departure for NaCCRA and will necessitate a 
revision of its ByLaws. It will not be the NaCCRA I 
joined. I bear no ill will toward the people who 
disagree with me on this issue, and wish NaCCRA 
success in the future. 
 

  


